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eMedia Music to Distribute MagicScore Notation Software 

 

 

Seattle, WA March 25, 2015.  eMedia Music Corp., publisher of the world’s best-selling series of music tutorial 

software and DVDs announced a new partnership with Maestro Music Software to distribute the MagicScore line of 

music notation software. MagicScore is a leading, easy and powerful music notation software. Compose, print, 

arrange and convert notation to audio with MagicScore. Use it to write sheet music, guitar tabs and chord charts. 

MagicScore is the smart choice for musicians, composers, arrangers, teachers, students, choirs, ensembles and 

songwriters. Included in this new easy-to-use line of notation software are MagicScore Maestro, MagicScore Guitar, 

MagicScore Notation for MS Word, MagicScore OneTouch Composer and MagicScore School.  

 

MagicScore Maestro allows you to turn your musical ideas into clean, playable, and easy to read music notation files 

by using one of the most powerful and customizable music scoring programs on the market today. With MagicScore 

Maestro you can create clean, engraver quality prints of your music with a minimum of effort and time. MagicScore 

Maestro is music notation software with extended editing capabilities. It features a variety of input methods - virtual 

keyboard, external MIDI devices, or an extended set of musical symbols.  

 

MagicScore Guitar offers everything you need as a guitar player for composing, arranging, creating guitar tabs and 

practicing. Whether you are seasoned professional, music teacher or a beginner, MagicScore Guitar will bring the 

power of highly sophisticated tab editing and music notation software right to your fingertips. 

 

MagicScore Notation for MS Word combines all of the power and features of the MagicScore Maestro software with 

the convenience of being able to dynamically place music notation into any MS Word document with a single mouse 

click. With most music notation programs in order to place a score into a word processing document the user must 

paste an image of the score into it. Once it is there the notes cannot be changed without deleting it and starting over. 

MagicScore Notation for MS Word solves this problem by allowing you to edit the notes on the page simply by 

clicking on them from within the word processor itself. 

 

MagicScore OneTouch Composer is award winning music composition and music notation software for Windows 

tablets. The program includes many of the features found in MagicScore Maestro. MagicScore OneTouch Composer 

allows musicians to conveniently compose and arrange music on their Windows tablet. 

 



MagicScore School  is a special academic edition of the MagicScore music composition and notation software for 

students, teachers and schools.  

 

With the MagicScore line of notation software you’ll find solutions that are perfect for you to help you compose, 

arrange, learn and teach. MagicScore is the notation software choice of composers, arrangers, teachers and 

students, orchestras and choirs. All MagicScore products also include the MagicScore Online plug-in which makes it 

easy to publish live playable and printable sheet music online.  

 

The MagicScore product line will be made available for download and in retail stores in US and Canada in May 2015. 

 

About eMedia Music 

eMedia Music Corporation is a software developer and distributor dedicated to producing high-quality multimedia 

music instruction software and DVD. Formed in 1994 by Adrian Burton, formerly a manager at Microsoft Multimedia 

Publishing, eMedia is now the world's leading publisher and distributor of music instruction software and DVD. 

eMedia's flagship titles are the best-selling eMedia Guitar Method and eMedia Piano & Keyboard Method. In addition 

to developing music software, eMedia also distributes EarMaster Pro, an ear training software program; Guitar Pro, a 

popular guitar notation program; PG Music’s Band-in-a-Box, an accompaniment program used by musicians and 

students alike and other leading music software titles. For more information, please visit eMediaMusic.com. 

 

About Maestro Music Software  

Over the last 15 years, Maestro Music Software has developed a unique range of music notation and composition 

software. The MagicScore family is well-known among musicians and highly acclaimed by experts, praised in reviews 

and independent publications. Maestro Music Software received a winning entry in the Intel App Innovation Contest 

2013 (AIC 2013). For more information, please visit musicaleditor.com.  
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